first case was that of a heated plate with uniform temperature in the midst of an incompressible fluid with uniform velocity and temperature at infinity. The second case was that of an adiabatic plate also in a steady uniform flow of a fluid with uniform temperature. In a literature search, no previous work could be found, except for an analysis by L. Prandtl [2] in which no calculations of temperature distributions were included. Pohlhausen's analysis has become a classic of boundary layer methodology, but, for the calculations of temperature distributions, he used the data available at the time for the velocity distribution in the boundary layer [3] . This did not affect the expected qualitative trend of the temperature profiles which he determined for the two particular cases mentioned above. It is only when Pohlhausen's results are used to eonstruet the general solution for the thermal boundary layer that the inaceuracies in the veloeity profiles are large enough to distort some of the temperature profiles [4] . This occurs in a manner that can be easily deteeted as anomalous even by a relatively inexperienced observer.
Introduction
The equations governing the temperature distribution in the neighborhood of a flat plate arequite sensitive to the accuracy attained in the calculation of the velocity field. This is due, among other things. to the role played by the second derivative of the stream function in the process of integration to obtain the temperature distribution. In the now classical temperature profiles of Polhausen 's special solutions it was not possible to detect inconsistencies. but the y appeared in plots of the general solution. The motivation for this work stems from the discovery of such inconsistencies by students of one of the authors. as described in the acknowledgements.
This paper presents an analysis of the general properties of the governing equations for forced laminaI' flow past flat plates parallel to the flow at infinity. Heat generated by viscous dissipative terms is taken into account. but the pressure gradient is assumed to be zero, and the effect of buoyancy to be negligible. Calculations were pelformed with special care in order to eliminate spurious trends in the temperature distributions. Graphs are presented to illustrate the solutions thus obtained, and tables are available on request.
Background and q~alitative analysis
A little over fi ft y years ago, the first calculations of thermal boundary layers were published by E. Pohlhausen [1 L who considered two fundamental cases. The
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The Eckert number E is here defined by:
11 lIIustrative temperature profiles for cool plate (1-a) and warm plate (1-b).
The first of these equations is the equation of continuity for the velocity vector (u, v) in the two-dimensional space (x, y). The second is the momentum equation, and the third is the energy equation, both simplified according to Prandtl's approximation for flat-plate boundary layers. The physical properties, density p, viscosity!J., specifie heat cp' and thermal conductivity k, are assumed to be constant. For this, the temperature T must vary within a relatively narrow interval.
The system (1 )- (3) can be reduced to a system of two equations if, following Blasius [3] , the Lagrangian stream function if; is introduced. The treatment of equations (1 )- (3) is classical and only the final dimensionless forms of the equations will be given here. We have:
and b (P), a function of the Prandtl number is defined by:
(4) Before we present a detailed analysis of the properties of the function 8 4 ' we will discuss in a heuristic manner the shape that can be expected for the temperature profiles in laminaI' boundary layers in which the dissipation heat can produce notable shape distortions of those pro,files. We will consider separately the cases of cool plates and warm plates
When the dissipation heat can be neglected, the temperature profiles for those two cases are like profiles A and A in Figs. I-a and I-b. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Tu: = 0 for the case plotted in Fig.  I -a, and that T", = 0 for the case shown in Fig. I-b . If the effect of frictional heat is relatively small, profiles A
T,,-Ty'
In dimensionless form we have: Fig. 2-b . This can be concluded from the fact that it is impossible for any temperature profile determined by equation (5) to have a minimum of T; only maxima are possible. although not necessary. This is immediately evident, from making T' = 0 in equation (5) , to see what condition is obtained for points at which there is an extremum. We obtain If we cali A (1)) the function given by the product of the integrals in equation 18 we have: IfL = 1 (or hE = 2), the slope of the curve is zero at 11 = 0 (adiabatic wall), since f' ? 0 for ail 1) .
To study the possibility of extreme values of the function 114 we take the derivative of this function and set it equal to zero: 
T""xll' = -const. (/")2 which corresponds to a maximum, not to a mInImum. From a physical viewpoint, a minimum in any of the temperature profiles (Fig. 2-b ) would correspond to a cool layer inserted between warmer ambient fluid and fluid warmed up by viscous dissipation. This is physically impossible in the present flow, given the condition of uniform temperature upstream from the plate.
From equation (20) we obtain : or:
Because f" (1] ) ? 0 the only solution of equation (23) 
Quantitative analysis
Taking into account Pohlhausen's solution for the function 6 4 [4] , the following expression can be adopted. e (. P El = (1 _ F) s,; [1" 
and sincef" (?;') is a continuous function. one gels: 
Calculations and results
The functions e j , 6;! . and 6 4 were calculated by numerical methods subject to careful con trois of their accuracy. Of course, these functions cannot be more accurate than the Blasius function for the flat-plate boundary layer. The tables by A. Smith [5] were chosen because the y are highly accurate. curacy the expressions were transformed into the following ones:
Due to high powers in equation (25), calculations were performed in two steps to accomodate to computer characteristics. This was done actually for ail powers, i.e. for ail Prandtl numbers. SimpIicity in the calculations was ensured by using the trapezoidal rule but, of course, intervals were made small enough to obtain high accuracy. The step size was AT! = 0.05 over the range 0 :( 1) :( 5.6. The truncation error in the quadrature formula was estimated to be of the order of 2.10- 6 • In Fig. 3 , the temperature profiles near a heated fiat plate for different Prandtl numbers ranging from 0.6 to 50 are presented. In this case, the heat due to viscous dissipation has been neglected. In Fig. 4 , temperature profiles near an adiabatic fiat plate are given. Figures  5 to 8 depict the temperature distributions given by the tUnction e~. These curves represent an improved result with respect to available curves (Schlichting [4] , Parker et al. [6] ). The dimensionless number F varies from -3 to 3, while the Prandtl number takes the values 0.7,2.0,7.0 and 15.0. 
Conclusion
Existing curves for the temperature distribution in forced laminar boundary layers along flat plates at zero incidence show some anomalous temperature profiles which are physically and mathematieally unacceptable. More accurate methods were used to improve the functions originally presented by Pohlhausen, here denoted by 6 1 and 6 3 . With the improved functions 6 1 and 6: p the function 6 4 for the general case has been recalculated more accurately. Graphs are given, and tables are available on request.
